Structure of the outer cusp and sources of the cusp precipitation during intervals of a horizontal IMF
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Abstract. The cusp represents a place where the magnetosheath plasma can directly penetrate into the magnetosphere. Since the main transport processes are connected with merging of the interplanetary and magnetospheric field lines, the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) orientation plays a decisive role in the formation of the high-altitude cusp. The importance of the sign of the IMF $B_z$ component for this process was suggested about 40 years ago and later it was documented by many experimental investigations. However, situations when IMF $B_z$ is the major IMF component are rather rare. The structure of the cusp during periods of a small IMF $B_z$ is generally unknown, probably due to the fully 3-D nature of the interaction. The present case study reveals the importance of horizontal IMF components on the global magnetospheric configuration as well as on small-scale processes at the cusp-magnetosheath interface. We have used simultaneous measurements of several spacecraft (ISTP program) operating in different regions of interplanetary space and two closely spaced satellites (INTERBALL-1/MAGION-4) crossing the cusp-magnetosheath boundary to show the connection between the short- and large-scale phenomena. In the northern hemisphere, observations suggest a presence of two spots of cusp-like precipitation supplied by reconnection occurring simultaneously in both hemispheres. A source of this bifurcation is the positive IMF $B_y$ component further enhanced by the field draping in the magnetosheath. This magnetic field component shifts the entry point far away from the local noon but in opposite sense in either hemisphere.

1. Introduction

The interaction of the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) with Earth's magnetic field has a dominant effect on the magnetosphere as a mechanism for both plasma entry and for energy input from the solar wind. If reconnection occurs on the magnetopause, the mixture of magnetosheath and magnetospheric plasmas form a number of different boundary layers surrounding the magnetopause. An important question regarding reconnection is what determines its location on the magnetopause.

1.1. Regions Associated With High-latitude Reconnection

For a given orientation of the magnetosheath magnetic field, it is not known how reconnection is distributed over the magnetopause. One possibility, referred to as "antiparallel merging", is that reconnection is favored to occur where the magnetosheath and magnetosphere fields are nearly antiparallel [Crooker, 1979]. Another possibility, referred to as "component merging", is that a shear in any component of the vector magnetic fields is sufficient for reconnection. In the case of a southward directed magnetosheath field, the subsolar magnetopause has been shown at times to be the preferred location for reconnection [Gosling et al., 1990]. However, other studies have suggested that antiparallel merging may occur away from the subsolar region resulting in reconnection occurring at higher latitudes (e.g., [White et al., 1998]). When the magnetosheath magnetic...
field is directed northward, both antiparallel and component merging have been identified, but with differences in the magnetospheric interconnection. When antiparallel merging occurs, reconnection takes place poleward of the cusps. There is considerable observational evidence for this reconnection configuration coming from the low-altitude cusp measurements that exhibit a distinctive "reverse-dispersion" signature (e.g., [Woch and Lundin, 1992; Matsumka et al., 1996]), as well as from measurements at the high-latitude magnetopause [Gosling et al., 1991; Kessel et al., 1996]. Under northward magnetosheath field conditions, component merging may occur on the dayside magnetopause, equatorward of the cusp (e.g., [Nishida, 1989; Onsager and Fuselier, 1994; Fuselier et al., 1995]). The connection would then be between the magnetosheath field and the closed dayside magnetospheric field lines. In these cases, reconnection may occur where the magnetic shear is relatively low.

An important consequence of high-latitude reconnection, that occurs poleward of the cusp for northward IMF, is the possible formation of an LLBL on closed field lines [Song and Russell, 1992; Le and Russell, 1996; Lockwood and Moen, 1999]. In this case, new closed magnetospheric field lines are formed by reconnection occurring in both the northern and southern hemispheres. The new closed field lines contain a mixture of magnetosheath and magnetospheric plasmas and may be transported downstream to contribute to the plasma sheet population. Alternatively, reconnected field lines can remain open for a long period of time on the dayside [Fuselier et al., 1995].

The reconnection theory of the cusp predicts that the magnetosheath plasma will be seen within a layer on northward-pointing newly-opened field lines at the dayside magnetopause. This layer is referred as the "exterior" cusp or sometimes is called the "entry layer" or "front-side boundary layer (e.g., [Haerendel et al., 1978]) or the (open) LLBL [Paschmann et al., 1986]. The plasma in the exterior cusp is different from the magnetosheath proper. First, accelerated ions are present (but note that these are also found in the magnetosheath boundary layer formed by the open field lines outside the magnetopause [Onsager et al., 2001]). Second, the plasma density is depressed because roughly one half of the sheath plasma is transmitted and the second half is reflected at the magnetopause [Cowley, 1982; Fuselier et al., 1991]. Third, the ion velocity distributions are ordered by the magnetic field direction not by the magnetosheath flow. The cusp plasma is also observed on the southward-pointing field lines of the "interior" cusp along which the plasma precipitates into the ionosphere. It is also seen on the field lines that point anti-sunward/sunward with a small \( B_z \) component in the northern/southern hemisphere, connecting the open LLBL with the magnetic cusp. Theory predicts that the ion precipitation can be continuously dispersed across the regions classified as (open) LLBL, cusp, mantle, and polar cap as the field lines evolve from the reconnection site into the tail lobe [Lockwood, 1997]. Most field lines will evolve anti-sunward close to the magnetic cusp. Spatial and temporal structures in reconnection mean that a continuous dispersion is not always observed, but the fact that it is observed when reconnection is relatively steady and constant [Onsager et al., 1993; Lockwood et al., 1994] is highly significant.

Although many observational and theoretical investigations for southward and northward IMF have been presented, only a few observations dealt with the cases when IMF \( By \) was dominant in the solar wind. Fedorov et al. [2001] have presented a case study of a flank magnetopause structure for an interval of duskward pointing (horizontal) IMF. These authors found that in a simple draped sheath field model, there is a large region where the magnetosheath field and IMF are antiparallel. In their case, the satellite (Interball-1) moved in the northern hemisphere and a steady state reconnection site was located at higher latitudes. Thus, the reconnection process started in a region sunward of the satellite. They found that in the presence of a strong flow shear, there is significant deviation from the simple 1-D de Hofman-Teller frame model. The authors attribute this deviation to the presence of sheared plasma flow.

Stenius et al. [2001] have shown that the intensive but sporadic cleft-like precipitation can be found in extreme local times (0 or 18 MLT) and attributed it to low-latitude reconnection tailward of the cusp. The dawn - dusk occurrence rate was controlled by the IMF \( By \) sign. The dispersion patterns were consistent with the time-of-flight effect.

### 1.2. High-altitude Cusp Locations

The high-altitude cusp occupies a broader region than can be expected from low- and middle-altitude observations (e.g., [Aparicio et al., 1991; Newell and Meng, 1994; Maynard et al., 1997]). This is true for the latitudinal as well as for the longitudinal extents of the high-altitude cusp. However, both the location of cusp precipitation and the direction of cusp-region plasma flow strongly depend on the orientation of the IMF and, maybe, on variations of the solar wind dynamic pressure. Based on ~12000 cusp crossings provided by the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) in low altitudes, it has been shown that the cusp precipitation shifts: (1) equatorward during intervals of IMF \( B_z < 0 \, \text{nT} \) [Newell and Meng, 1989]; (2) toward dawn for \( By < 0 \, \text{nT} \) \((By > 0 \, \text{nT})\) in the northern (southern) hemisphere [Newell et al., 1989]; and (3) toward dusk for \( By > 0 \, \text{nT} \) \((By < 0 \, \text{nT})\) in the northern (southern) hemisphere. The \( By \) shift is more apparent for \( B_z < 0 \, \text{nT} \) than \( B_z > 0 \, \text{nT} \). The direction of cusp plasma flow is predominantly antisunward (sunward) for \( B_z < 0 \, \text{nT} \) \((B_z > 0 \, \text{nT})\) in the northern (southern) hemisphere [Weiss et al., 1995]. During southward IMF, the cusp local magnetic time extent can reach 3.7 hours of MLT. This suggests that the merging process involves the whole dayside magnetopause [Maynard et al., 1997].

At higher altitudes (~2 Re), Aparicio et al. [1991] identified a magnetosheath type of particle precipitation in a well defined region with an average width of ~2° in invariant latitude. The population, which appeared to have its source in the cusp, was found in a region where the geomagnetic field lines were inferred to be closed; possibly 3°-5° equatorward of the region of open field lines [Potemra et al., 1992]. Furthermore, they suppose that the solar wind/cusp plasma enters into closed geomagnetic field lines by a process associated with a time-varying magnetospheric configuration consisting of a compression and equatorward shift of the cusp, followed by a shift of the cusp to a position associated with northward IMF.

Woch and Lundin [1992] presented the magnetosheath plasma precipitation in the polar cusp and its control by IMF based on the Viking measurements. The azimuthal motion of accelerated magnetosheath plasma and the location of its entry in local time depends on IMF \( By \). Thus their
observation agrees with the observed shift of the cusp precipitation region toward dawn (dusk) for IMF $B_y$ negative (positive) as it was inferred in low-altitude measurements [Newell et al., 1989]. The location in latitude (the equatorward or poleward boundary of the cusp) is controlled by IMF $B_z$. For southward IMF, regions of accelerated plasma are located at the equatorward edge of the cusp, i.e., in the dayside merging region. For northward IMF, the acceleration site is at the poleward edge in agreement with the antiparallel merging hypothesis [Crooker, 1979].

Zhou et al. [2000] used the Polar magnetic and plasma measurements to determine the cusp position at radial distances between 5 and 9 $R_E$. Statistically, the cusp was located from 0800 to 1600 MLT ranges. The invariant latitude of the center of the cusp extended from 70° to 86° and moved further equatorward for stronger southward IMF. They observed a clear local time shift due to IMF $B_y$ only for southward IMF conditions. The observed local time shift (for $B_y < 0$ nT) was again consistent with low-altitude observations [Newell et al., 1989].

A statistical study of high-altitude cusp locations in the vicinity of the magnetopause by Merka et al. [2002] confirmed that when IMF $B_z$ becomes more negative, the cusp moves more equatorward (on ~ 0.5° per 1 nT), but when IMF $B_z > 0$ nT the cusp latitude is approximately constant. These MAGION-4 results on the cusp shift with IMF $B_z$ are consistent with the results obtained from DMSp at low altitudes [Newell et al., 1989], Viking at middle altitudes [Woch and Lundin, 1992], and Polar and HAWkeye at high altitudes (e.g., [Eastman et al., 2000; Zhou et al., 2000]). At high-altitudes (62°-86° MLAT), Merka et al. [2002] observed an increased rate of the cusp-like plasma observation for northward IMF. Magnetosheath plasma enters these latitudes as a result of the reconnection process northward of the cusp as shown in Safvanov et al. [1998].

Merka et al. [2002] further demonstrated the influence of the IMF $B_y$ component on the high-altitude cusp position. The statistically documented dawnward (duskward) shift of the cusp location with increasing negative (positive) IMF $B_y$ in the northern hemisphere is consistent with the displacement of a possible high-latitude merging site. Moreover, the authors found the second peak of the cusp observation probability moving in the opposite sense and attributed this precipitation to reconnection in the southern hemisphere. A detailed analysis of the probability of the cusp encounter has shown that the observation of two sources of cusp precipitation, which was attributed to reconnection in conjugate hemispheres, is rather frequent. These two sources supply different MLT sectors and their separation seems to be controlled by IMF $B_y$. The $B_y$ effect can explain the lower probability of cusp observations near the local noon: periods of negligible IMF $B_y$ are actually rare in the solar wind. The two cusp population can be separated in latitude probably during periods of negative $B_y$ and this fact influences the mean cusp positions. The possibility of the latitudinal separation of the two cusp sources were pointed out and then documented by the DMSp observations by Wing et al. [2001]. These authors presented an improved model of the entry of the solar wind plasma into the magnetosphere that incorporates the electric field obtained from statistical convection patterns. When IMF is strongly dusk/dawnward and weakly southward, their model predicts the occurrence of a double cusp near noon: one cusp at lower and one at higher latitudes. From their statistical results, it follows that the cusp latitudinal width increases and the equatorward boundary moves to lower latitudes with increasing IMF $B_y$.

The brief overview given above leads to the conclusion that the IMF $B_y$ component would have a significant effect on the formation of high-latitude regions. Moreover, there is a clear understanding of a formation of magnetospheric regions when the IMF is directed southward and a little less clear understanding for northward pointing IMF. However, as it is documented by a statistics of the IMF direction presented in Figure 1, the IMF is more frequently horizontal, i.e., dominated by the $B_x$ and/or $B_y$ components. The left part of the figure shows the distribution of the probability to observe a particular value of the IMF $B_z$ component. The statistics uses four years of nearly continuous monitoring of the IMF by WIND. As one can expect, the probability sharply peaks at $B_z = 0$ and thus the other components frequently determine the IMF direction. The right part of the figure shows the probability distribution of the angle between the magnetic field and ecliptic plane. The figure demonstrates that for about 70% of time the declination of the IMF from the ecliptic plane is within ±30° and thus our study is relevant for a standard solar wind - magnetosphere interaction.

However, evidence of an IMF $B_y$ role reported so far are indirect - mainly statistical studies of precipitation patterns at low altitudes, modeling of the solar wind - magnetosphere interaction, etc. We have taken advantage of the ISTP era when many spacecraft were in a possible interaction region and/or were monitoring upstream and magnetospheric conditions in order to: (1) explain the influence of the horizontal IMF on the formation of the cusp region, (2) find the sources of the observed cusp precipitation, and (3) determine the global morphology of the high-latitude magnetosphere under such conditions.

Such study requires simultaneous measurements at many points in geospace and a good observational coverage of the cusp region in particular. As measurements of different points cannot be carried out exactly at the same time, a long period of stable upstream conditions and low geomagnetic activity has been selected for this study.

2. Observations

This study is based on the measurements made onboard seven ISTP spacecraft and two DMSp satellites. Their locations are shown in Figure 2 in GSM coordinates. The investigated time interval starts on February 18, 1997 at 23 UT and ends on February 19, 1997 at 03 UT. The locations of the distant spacecraft (IMP 8 located in the magnetosheath and GEOTAIL in the plasma sheet region) refer to 0000 UT on February 19, the coordinates of POLAR and INTERBALL-2 are given at 0200 UT. From Figure 2, one can note an excellent coverage of the northern high-latitude region. The morning sector of the high-altitude cusp was scanned by INTERBALL-1 and MAGION-4. At the same time, POLAR and INTERBALL-2 crossed the afternoon cusp sector at medium altitudes (POLAR: 55°-78° INVLAT and 15-14 MLT from 0 to 3 UT, INTERBALL-2: 75°-78° INVLAT and 18-12 MLT from 1 to 3 UT). The measurements were further supported by the observations of the DMSp-12 and 13 satellites in the auroral lonesphere.

2.1. Upstream Conditions and Geomagnetic Activity

Upstream conditions (solar wind parameters and IMF components) were monitored by WIND located at (209, 13,
from the WIND position to the INTERBALL-1/MAGION-4 location was \(-14\)\(GSM\) \(R_E\) (we use the GSM coordinates throughout the paper). The proton number density was \(n_{SW} \sim 9\) \(cm^{-3}\) and the velocity was \(v_{SW} \sim 400\) \(km.s^{-1}\). The IMF was nearly horizontal, \(B \sim (2.5, 2.5, 0)\)\(GSM\) nT. The expected time of propagation of solar wind features into the cusp proper. Directions of the model and measured magnetic fields roughly coincide not only in the cusp but even after the black circle which marks the magnetopause crossing. It indicates a very low magnetic shear across the magnetopause (\(\sim 20^\circ\)).

An overview of INTERBALL-1 measurements is presented in Figure 6. As can be clearly seen, INTERBALL-1 crossed several regions whose boundaries are indicated by dashed vertical lines in the figure. From 2300 to 0050 UT, the antisunward ion flux \((f_{VDF} in the first panel [Safra\'kova et al., 1997]) is very low, indicating either stationary or tenuous plasma. A comparison of ion energy spectrograms [Yermolayev et al., 1997] measured in antisunward \((E_{CSO}) and sunward \((E_{CSO}) directions (panels 6 and 7) shows that the plasma is indeed nearly at rest because the sunward energy flux is only a little higher than the tailward one. The flux peaks at an energy of \(\sim 300\) eV. This region is identified as the cusp. This classification is confirmed by the magnitude and components of the magnetic field (2\(^{nd}\) and 3\(^{rd}\) panels). Note that until 0000 UT only spin averaged (2 min) data are available.

At 0050 UT, INTERBALL-1 entered a region with similar plasma characteristics, but with a highly fluctuating magnetic field. This region is usually called Turbulent Boundary Layer (TBL, e.g., [Saunud et al., 1997]) and represents an interface between the cusp proper and the magnetosheath. The outer boundary of the TBL, the magnetopause, was crossed at 0107 UT. As noted above, the magnetic shear across the magnetopause was low and thus the crossing cannot be reliably identified in the magnetic field data. However, a sharp increase of the ion flux displayed in the first panel as well as a clear change in ion energy spectrograms indicate that the satellite entered a region occupied by a dense plasma flowing in the tailward direction. The ion flux gradually increases until 0150 UT when the satellite reached the magnetosheath proper. Since the ion energy spectrograms do not change throughout this interval, we attribute the observed increase of the ion flux to the increase of the plasma density. This feature is clearly apparent in electron energy spectrogram \((E_{CSO}) in the last panel [Saunud et al., 1997]) and was confirmed by a computation of moments of 3-D ion distribution (not shown).

It is important to note that INTERBALL-1 can serve as a magnetosheath monitor after the magnetopause crossing. It provides the magnetosheath magnetic field which touches the magnetopause and thus allows us to determine a possible merging site with a better probability than can be done from the IMF measurements. Values of magnetic field components just after the magnetopause crossing were \(B_{MSH} \sim (0, 12, 1)\) nT and this field remains nearly constant until the end of the interval. Such orientation suggests that antiparallel merging can occur duskward of the cusps in the northern hemisphere. Providing that the orientation of the magnetosheath magnetic field in the southern hemisphere is the same (the draping effect would be symmetric), we can expect antiparallel merging dawnward of the cusp in the southern hemisphere.

The boundary at 0150 UT is connected with a sharp change of the properties of the high-energy ion fluxes. These differential fluxes, measured by two differently oriented detectors, are shown in panels 4 and 5 of Figure 6. The
The stability of the features observed by INTERBALL-1 is demonstrated by plasma and field measurements made onboard MAGION-4 (Figure 7) that crossed the same regions about 94 minutes later (as expected from the orbital delay). The behavior of the ion flux, \( f \) in the first panel, and magnetic field (2\textsuperscript{nd} and 3\textsuperscript{rd} panels) both in Figure 7 is very similar to that observed by INTERBALL-1 and thus one can identify the same boundaries. According to the ion energy spectrograms [Nemecek et al., 1997], MAGION-4 was in the cusp until 0225 UT when the magnetopause was crossed. A comparison of the \( E_{\parallel} \) and \( E_{\perp} \) spectrograms recorded in the tailward and sunward directions, respectively, shows nearly standing plasma with a small sunward velocity component. This plasma population is replaced by a tailward streaming magnetosheath-like population after the magnetopause crossing at 0225 UT. We can clearly see a gradual increase of the ion density in a layer just outside the magnetopause, between 0225 and 0245 UT. A similar layer registered by INTERBALL-1 was bounded by an abrupt change of the high-energy ion flow at its outer edge. Unfortunately, no high-energy particle measurements are available onboard MAGION-4 to be compared with INTERBALL-1 observations.

The \( E_{\parallel} \) spectrogram is from an analyzer rotating perpendicularly the Sun-Earth line. It exhibits high-count rate in the cusp where the speed of the plasma is low and its temperature high, and shows a strong spin modulation in the magnetosheath caused by the bulk speed of the plasma.

### 2.3. INTERBALL-2 Data

The ION instrument onboard INTERBALL-2 [Sauvaud et al., 1998] was collecting plasma measurements on the dusk side of the auroral oval (from 1.8 to 3\( R_E \) of altitude) between 0000 UT and ~0142 UT when the communication with the satellite was stopped. From 0000 to 0002 UT, the satellite was located in the plasma sheet extension on the dayside (Figure 8). There, electrons have very low fluxes in the energy range \( \sim 1 \) to \( 7 \) keV, near the detection limit, while ion fluxes display characteristic energy variations: A gap in the flux is clearly seen with an upper energy cut-off decreasing from about 10 keV at 0000 UT (ILAT = 68.03°, MLT = 11.97 hours) down to \( \sim 100 \) eV at 0038 UT. This is a common feature of the dayside plasma sheet due to the excessive drift time of the ions which could reach the gap [Korotkevich et al., 1999]. The ions are lost by charge exchange with the neutral hydrogen of the geocoronna [Stenius, 2002]. Note that ions with energies lower than \( \sim 1 \) keV form the lower boundary of the gap. These ions are able to drift eastward from a nightside source under the effect of the corotating electric field [Sauvaud et al., 1998]. Later on, INTERBALL-2 encounters an intense precipitation of electrons and a less intense precipitation of hydrogen ions, starting at latitudes of about 76°, accompanied with an outflow of low-energy oxygen ions between 0030 and 0100 UT.

INTERBALL-2 stays inside this region of the high low-energy fluxes until 0042 UT, when the telemetry was stopped. The highest latitude, 79.12°, was reached at 0100 UT at an MLT of 16.6 hours. A careful examination of the pitch-angle distributions shows that both electrons and \( H^+ \) ions exhibit a narrow loss-cone caused by the precipitation into the ionosphere, whereas the \( O^+ \) ions are streaming upward. These features indicate that INTERBALL-2 is probably located on open field lines after 0030 UT. A typical electron energy spectrum taken inside this region is displayed in Figure 9a (thick line) together with a magnetosheath energy spectrum taken onboard INTERBALL-1 at 0119:56 UT (dotted dashed line) and spectrum inside the outer cusp taken at 0101:02 UT (thin line). The electron spectra are quite similar in shape; however, the electron core temperature of the spectrum taken over the polar region is slightly higher than inside the outer cusp while fluxes are lower. Figure 9b displays the hydrogen energy spectrum taken onboard INTERBALL-2 and the ion spectrum taken inside the outer cusp onboard INTERBALL-1. While the spectra are also quite similar, a flux maximum around 2 keV is detected over the polar region which could indicate a plasma sheet population. We interpret the electron and ion structures as an indication of the spacecraft presence in the LLBL/cleft region.

### 2.4. POLAR Measurements

Figure 10 presents the ion data measured onboard POLAR by the TIMAS instrument [Shelley et al., 1995] between 0000 and 0400 UT when the satellite sweeps across in the high-latitude post-noon sector at altitudes in a range 6.7 - 9\( R_E \). The ion gap is also clearly seen in the hydrogen spectrogram from 0000 UT until 0145 UT for latitudes ranging from 70° to 74.4°. Simultaneously, as for INTERBALL-2, drifting hydrogen (and oxygen) ions are detected at energies lower than those of the gap. Note the plasma sheet precipitation with energies in the range 10-20 keV at 0000 UT. Later, starting around 0150 UT, POLAR encounters a low-energy hydrogen precipitation, while plasma sheet ions are still being measured with the energy between 1 to 10 keV. As time progresses, the satellite moves towards higher latitudes. The energy of the plasma sheet precipitation slowly

Table 1. Parts of spacecraft orbits mapped in Figures 11 and 12.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Northern hemisphere</th>
<th>Southern hemisphere</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Satellite</strong></td>
<td><strong>Time interval</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M4</td>
<td>23:00-4:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IB1</td>
<td>23:00-2:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IB2</td>
<td>0:00-2:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polar</td>
<td>1:00-4:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMSP12</td>
<td>22:02-22:12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMSP13</td>
<td>1:15-1:30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


decreases, while the satellite is measuring several patches of low-energy ions. From these measurements, it can be concluded that POLAR is also encountering the LLBL/cleft.

2.5. Cusp/Cleft Location From Multispacecraft Observations

In order to compare the measurements of the available spacecraft, we have mapped their trajectories down to the DMSP height (~ 830 km) and plotted their footprints together with all DMSP passes in Figure 11 for the northern hemisphere. The mapped time intervals are given in Table 1 and roughly correspond to the intervals shown in the previous figures with the exception of INTERBALL-1 and MAGION-4, which are mapped only until the magnetopause crossing.

The marks on the spacecraft trajectories denote the locations where the cusp/cleft-like plasma was observed. We are not showing DMSP spectrograms for briefness, but the reader can find them on: www.jhuapl.edu/Aurora/spectrogram/. Figure 11 shows that a cleft-type precipitation was observed in a broad range of local times (8 ~ 12.5 MLT) in the morning sector. The DMSP measurements are confirmed by the MAGION-4 and INTERBALL-1 observations which registered the cusp-like plasma along both projected trajectories shown in the figure. Although the coverage of the afternoon sector is not so good, we can make several important conclusions. First, none of the DMSP satellites saw the precipitation which could be classified as the cusp or cleft, but the precipitation observed by INTERBALL-2 and POLAR which map into the same region, exhibits the cleft features. However, the INTERBALL-2 ion number flux was significantly lower than usually observed in this region. It peaks around $10^9$ particles/cm$^2$s.sr.keV, whereas fluxes of the order $10^7$ are frequently observed (e.g., [Stenuit et al., 2001]). On the other hand, electron fluxes are comparable with the standard cusp/cleft precipitation at these altitudes. Thus the northern cusp/cleft region is shifted toward dawn from its average location.

A similar projection of the precipitation in the southern hemisphere is shown in Figure 12. Unfortunately, DMSP observations do not cover the dusk sector and thus we can only say that the cusp or cleft precipitation was observed in a broad range of morning local times, from 6 to 12 MLT.

3. Discussion of the Cusp Location

The observations presented in the previous section can be summarized as follows:

1. The upstream conditions were exceptionally stable and the geomagnetic activity was very low during the investigated interval. It gives us the possibility to compare measurements of the different spacecraft despite the fact that these observations were carried out at different times within the interval.

2. IMF was nearly horizontal in the solar wind (Figure 3, WIND observations) and, due to the draping effect, the positive IMF $B_y$ component was dominant above the northern cusp (Figure 6, INTERBALL-1 observations after 0140 UT).

3. INTERBALL-1, MAGION-4, DMSP 12, and DMSP 13 observed the cusp or cleft plasma between 8 and 12.5 MLT, i.e., in the morning sector of the northern auroral oval. None of the DMSP spacecraft crossing the afternoon sector observed patterns that could be classified as the cusp or cleft. A weak ion cleft-type precipitation was observed by INTERBALL-2 and POLAR at higher altitudes, only. It means that the cusp or cleft precipitations occupy nearly the entire dayside auroral oval. The maximum of the precipitation is shifted toward dawn from its average location.

4. DMSP 12 observed the cusp/cleft-like precipitation in the morning sector (6 ~ 12 MLT) of the southern auroral oval. We should point out that we do not distinguish the cusp and cleft precipitations for two reasons. First, these two regions (or plasma populations) cannot be reliably defined in high altitudes near the magnetopause [Merka et al., 2000; 2002]. Second, both populations come from the same source (magnetosheath) and differ only slightly.

The magnetic field geometry which can explain the observations is schematically drawn in Figure 13. The thin black lines show the magnetopause magnetic field lines. IMF lines are shown in yellow, the places where they touch antiparallel magnetopause lines are distinguished by the green dots and corresponding magnetopause lines are blue. The position of INTERBALL-1 at the time of its magnetopause crossing is shown by the red dot. The sites favorable for antiparallel merging are located downward of the cusp in the southern hemisphere and duskward in the northern hemisphere. Based on the magnetic field locations and including earlier statistical findings [Merka et al., 2002; Newell et al., 1989], one would expect that the cusp or cleft precipitations would be observed in the afternoon (morning) sector of the northern (southern) auroral oval and vice versa. However, Figures 11 and 12 show that it is true in the southern hemisphere but more intensive cusp/cleft-like precipitation was observed in the morning part of the northern auroral oval.

We suggest that the source of the cusp-like plasma observed in the dawn sector of the northern hemisphere is reconnection in the southern hemisphere. The field line reconnected there has two parts. One of them is connected to the southern, whereas the second to the northern cusp, both in corresponding dawn sectors. The magnetosheath plasma proceeds in both directions along the reconnected field line. However, the distance from a reconnection site to the observational point in the conjugated hemisphere is rather long, the particle distribution underwent an evolution and thus the precipitation patterns in the northern hemisphere were classified as the LLBL (cleft) in the DMSP data. This suggestion is partly consistent with the statistical findings of Merka et al. [2002] that during intervals of significant IMF $B_y$, the probability of the cusp/cleft observations shows two maxima: one at dawn and the other at dusk sector. These two maxima were attributed to reconnection in the opposite hemispheres. We assume that a weak ion precipitation observed by INTERBALL-2 and POLAR together with a more intense electron precipitation observed by INTERBALL-2 at the dusk sector originate at the northern reconnection site. On the other hand, the DMSP measurements at the southern dawn auroral zone were classified as the cleft and even as the cusp near the local noon.

We suppose that this north-south asymmetry is connected with the tilt of the Earth's dipole. The northern hemisphere was tilted away from the Sun, the tilt angle ranged from $-12^\circ$ to $-20^\circ$ during the studied interval and thus a magnetosheath speed at the northern reconnection site was highly supersonic ($M_A \sim 2.3$ according to the INTERBALL-1 data). There is no magnetosheath monitor above the southern cusp, but we know that this cusp
is tilted toward the Sun, and thus, according to the gas-
dynamic model of the magnetosheath flow [Spreiter et al.,
1966], it would be in the region of subsonic flow. The sub-
sonic velocity together with the antiparallel fields result in
an intensive reconnection dawnward of the southern cusp.
This reconnection then supplies precipitation observed by
the DMSP spacecraft in both hemispheres. The problem of
the northern reconnection site will be discussed in the next
section.

4. Reconnection Layer

The plasma parameters derived from ion energy spectro-
grams are plotted in Figure 14 together with the magnetic
field magnitude and calculated Alfvén velocity, $v_A$. The
magnetopause crossing (dashed vertical line) coincides with
transition of the subsonic flow regime to supersonic one.
However, the reconnection process under a strong flow shear
is still not well understood. As we have suggested above, the
supersonic flow prevents the cusp precipitation from a pos-
sible antiparallel merging site. The question is whether re-
connection is inhibited or whether reconnection occurs, but
cannot supply the ion precipitation. We suggest that this
problem can be solved by an analysis of the high-energy particle fluxes. Figure 15 shows 2-D cuts of 3-D ion velocity
distributions in flow-field-aligned magnetosheath coordi-
nates. The vertical axis of the cut is aligned with the mag-
netosheath magnetic field and the plane contains the mag-
netosheath velocity vector. We would like to point out that
the magnetosheath magnetic field is roughly oriented in the
+Z direction, whereas the velocity, $v_{MSH}$, is nearly perpendicular to this magnetic field, and thus the horizontal axis of the cuts represents the velocity direction. The first panel in Figure 15 presents the body of
the ion distribution inside the layer of gradually increasing
ion flux (Figure 6). INTERBALL-1 observed there a typi-
cal magnetosheath distribution. The second panel shows the
same distribution in a different color scale in order to dis-
tinguish the high-energy part of the distribution. This part
is nearly symmetric with a lack of particles streaming along
the magnetic field. However, the sensitivity of the plasma
spectrometer providing 3-D distributions is marginally suf-
cient and the energy range is limited to 30 keV, and thus
we will complement this analysis using the data of the DOK
high-energy particle detector.

Figure 16 (a,b,c parts) presents differential ion fluxes for
three energies ($E = 23,51,111$ keV) together with the cor-
responding pitch angles in the cusp proper (Figure 16a), in
the layer of gradually increased density (Figure 16b), and in
the magnetosheath proper (Figure 16c). In the cusp proper
(0044-0050 UT), DOK observed fluctuating flux of all three
energies. As fluctuations are not correlated with the detect-
ator pitch angle, we can deduce that the ion population of the
selected energies is roughly isotropic. During the next
time interval, from 0110 to 0116 UT, the fluxes for the two
lower energies exhibit clear dropouts at pitch angles from
$\sim 0$ to $60^\circ$. The hardness of the energy spectrum being approx-
imately the same as that in the previous figure, we can con-
clude that the particles in both regions come from the
same source. As shown in Figure 16c, the fluxes in the mag-
netosheath proper (0152-0158 UT) are significantly differ-
ent. Ions of the lowest energy, 23 keV, are simply streaming
antiparallel to the magnetic field, as significant fluxes were
recorded only for pitch angles above $90^\circ$. The 51 keV ions
exhibit a trapped distribution with the peaks around $90^\circ$. If
we suppose that the particles are coming from a restricted
region of the bow shock, these observations can be simply
explained by the combined effects of the particle parallel velocity and of the $E \times B$ drift velocity inside the magne-
itosheath. Connection exists between the satellite and the
acceleration region for the particles of low energy and small
pitch angles as well as for the particles of high energy and
larger pitch angles that the parallel velocity and the $E \times B$
drift length are roughly the same for all particles. However,
the distributions of 51 and 111 keV protons in Figure 16c
are not gyrotrropic. This behavior can be more distinctl
seen in the flux of 111 keV ions where particles are detected
only during one half of the spacecraft spin. These features
are typical for particles near an absorbing boundary (e.g.,
[Oksun et al., 2002]). A comparison of fluxes at different
energies shows that the spectrum is much harder than that
in the previous time intervals and thus we can expect a dif-
fersent source for these particles.

A possible explanation of these observations is schemat-
ically depicted in Figure 17. The magnetosheath field lines
(line A in the figure) contain high-energy particles streaming
from the dusk bow shock (note that the dusk bow shock was
quasiparallel under the actual IMF orientation). If the dis-
tance of the magnetosheath field line to the magnetopause
becomes smaller than two gyroradii for some energy, the cor-
responding ions are lost after the magnetopause crossing and
the pitch-angle distribution would look like that in Figure 6c
(line B in Figure 17). Nearer to the Earth at the location C,
we encounter the reconnect field line. This line is discon-
ected from the dusk bow shock and is populated by high-
energy particles from the cusp. It means that this line con-
tains the magnetosheath plasma and the high-energy parti-
cles leaking from the cusp. We can conclude that the layer of
gradually increased density observed by INTERBALL-1 be-
tween 0107 and 0150 UT and by MAGION-4 between 0224
and 0240 UT is the layer of newly reconnected field lines.
This layer would be bounded by a slow shock [Petschek,
1995] and indeed, we can identify a ion flux enhancement
complemented with magnetic field depletion at the outer
edge of this layer (Figure 6). The kinks created on the field
line after reconnection are pulled tailward by the magne-
tosheath flow and downward/duskward by the magnetic ten-
sion. However, as the magnetosheath flow is super-alfvenic,
the tailward motion dominates and thus the plasma accel-
eration during reconnection is not able to turn the plasma
into the cusp and to supply precipitation inside the cusp.

The reconnection layer seems to be very thick because it
is observed by INTERBALL-1 for $\sim 43$ minutes. How-
ever, a thickness of the layer cannot be determined from
a satellite speed, only. The exact magnetopause geometry
and, consequently, the angle between the magnetopause and
INTERBALL-1 trajectory is unknown. Measurements of
high-energy particles suggest that the satellite moved rather
along the magnetopause than perpendicularly to it. The
pitch-angle distribution like that in Figure 16c was observed
for $\sim 40$ minutes and such distribution can be observed only
up to two gyroradii from the magnetopause. As the gyro-
radius of 111 keV protons was $\sim 3500$ km, the thickness of
the reconnection layer was about $\sim 6000$ km in the discussed
case. This is consistent with the estimations based on two-
point measurements given, for example, in Safrankova et al.
[1998].
5. Implications for a Global Magnetospheric Morphology

Reconnection of interplanetary and magnetospheric magnetic field lines is controlled by the magnetic shear at the magnetopause, i.e., by the direction of the magnetosheath magnetic field above the magnetopause. If this field has dominating $+B_Y$ component, the reconnection sites are located dawnward of the southern cusp and duskward of the northern cusp as shown in Figure 18. This figure is basically the same as Figure 13 illustrating the source of the cusp precipitation. However, we have added field lines reconnected in the northern hemisphere because we suppose that observations of high-energy particles are consistent with this reconnection. In the northern hemisphere, one part of the reconnected field line is pushed by magnetic tension across the high-latitude magnetosheath and becomes the mantle magnetic field line. The kink on the other part of the line moves with the Alfvén velocity, $v_A$ duskward and southward and it is convected tailward with a magnetosheath velocity, $v_{MSH}$ (Figure 18). In our case, $v_{MSH} > v_A$ above the reconnection site but reconnection can add only $\sim v_A$ to the magnetosheath plasma. Thus the bulk of ions would move generally tailward and only a small part of the ions could be directed toward the ionosphere. On the other hand, the magnetosheath speed is much smaller than the electron thermal speed and thus the behavior of the electrons is influenced only a little by the supersonic speed above cusp. We suppose that this fact can explain why INTERBALL-2 observed different ion and electron precipitation patterns.

The reconnected line (Figure 18) crosses the low-latitude region and thus such lines create the open LLBL on the dusk flank. The dawn LLBL is created by reconnection in the southern hemisphere. The aforementioned effects contribute to the tail twisting already expected as a result of the IMF $B_Y$ component [Nishida, 1989]. The LLBL lines are populated with a mixture of the magnetosheath plasma and reconnection products. This reconnection can be intermittent due to the fluctuations of the magnetosheath magnetic field and thus the observer would encounter blobs of injected plasma. In the present case, the dusk LLBL would contain a significant portion of the high-energy particles from the bow shock region, whereas the dawn LLBL would not.

6. Conclusion

We have presented an extensive multipoint study of the cusp/LLBL regions during a prolonged interval of stable horizontal IMF. Our case study has shown that:

- Magnetopause reconnection can proceed in the regions of supersonic magnetosheath flow above the winter cusp.
- Such reconnection cannot supply the cusp-type precipitation. If observed, the precipitation patterns are classified as the LLBL/cleft.
- The cusp/cleft precipitation can be supplied by reconnection occurring in the conjugated hemisphere.
- The reconnection sites at both hemispheres are projected onto different local time sectors of the auroral oval during intervals of a significant IMF $B_Y$ component. The magnetosheath velocity at the reconnection site is then a principal factor determining which of them exhibit cusp/cleft characteristics.
- Reconnection dawnward/duskward of the cusp caused by the IMF $B_Y$ component is a source of the tail twisting.

We should point out that the above conclusions are based on a comprehensive study of one event. This event exhibited standard upstream conditions and thus we assume that the principles have a general applicability.
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Figure Captions:

Figure 1
Observational probability of a particular IMF $B_Z$ value (a), and declination of IMF from the ecliptic (b).

Figure 2
Locations of satellites in GSM co-ordinates.

Figure 3
Solar wind and IMF conditions during analyzed interval. From top to bottom: solar wind dynamic pressure; the IMF magnitude and $B_X$ component; IMF $B_Y$ and $B_Z$ components; the magnetosheath magnetic field magnitude and $B_X$ component; magnetosheath $B_Y$ and $B_Z$; the plasma sheet magnetic field magnitude and $B_X$ component; $B_Y$ and $B_Z$ components in the plasma sheet. The subscripts in names of panels denote the particular spacecraft. Note that the WIND data are shifted on estimated propagation time.

Figure 4
Geomagnetic indexes, $AE$ and $DST$ during the analyzed interval.

Figure 5
Field lines of the Tsyganenko 96 model (blue) and INTERBALL-1 trajectory (red). INTERBALL-1 moves dawnward and upward. The black circle denotes the magnetopause crossing. Thin short black abscissae show the measured magnetic field.

Figure 6
An overview of INTERBALL-1 measurements. From top to bottom: $f_{VDP}$ - tailward ion flux; $B$ - magnetic field magnitude; $B_{gsm}$ - components of the magnetic field; $f_{DOKpar}$ - flux of 51 keV (red) and 111 keV (blue) protons in the sunward direction; $f_{DOKperp}$ - the same fluxes measured perpendicularly to the s/c spin axis; $E_{C50}$ and $E_{C150}$ - ion energy spectrograms measured in sunward and tailward directions, respectively; $E_{e0}$ - electron energy spectrogram. Vertical lines divide the encountered regions.

Figure 7
An overview of MAGION-4 observations. From top to bottom: $f$ - tailward ion flux; $B$ - magnetic field magnitude, $B_{gsm}$ - components of the magnetic field; $E_{i0}$, $E_{i90}$, and $E_{i180}$ - ion energy spectrograms measured in tailward, perpendicular, and sunward directions, respectively. Note that the spacecraft spins approximately around the Sun-Earth line with a period ~ 7 minutes.

Figure 8
Electron, $H^+$ and $O^+$ energy spectrograms in the auroral region as measured by INTERBALL-2. The corresponding pitch angles are shown below.

Figure 9
Electron (a) and ion (b) energy spectra as measured by INTERBALL-1 and 2 in the magnetosheath, outer cusp, and LLBL. See text for description.

Figure 10
Polar observations of $H^+$ and $O^+$ inside the auroral region.
Footprints of the orbit of analyzed satellites (for the northern hemisphere). Depicted time intervals are listed in Table 1. The squares mark the places where cleft plasma was observed. Note that INTERBALL-1 (red) and MAGION-4 (pink) observed the cusp-like plasma along the whole projected part of the orbit.

The same as Figure 11, for the southern hemisphere.

A 3-D sketch of the magnetic field geometry showing possible merging sites when IMF is dominated by the $B_Y$ component.

Changes of plasma parameters during the magnetopause crossing as derived from CORALL ion energy spectra (INTERBALL-1). From top to bottom: the ion density, $n$; the magnetic field magnitude, $B$; ion bulk speed, $v$; Alfvén velocity, $v_A$ calculated from measurements above.

2-D cuts of 3-D ion velocity distributions as measured in the outer cusp (a), in the reconnection layer (b), and in the magnetosheath (c). The magnetic field points in the $+Z$ direction, $+Y$ is the direction of the convection velocity.

Count rate and corresponding pitch angle measured in the outer cusp (a), reconnection layer (b), and magnetosheath proper (c). The proton energy rises from \( \sim 23 \) keV in top panels through 51 keV in middle panels to 111 keV in bottom panels.

A schematics illustrating the flows of energetic protons. Line A corresponds to the magnetosheath proper, line B represents the magnetosheath field line near the magnetopause and C is the line inside the reconnection layer. Whereas lines A and B are supplied from the bow shock, the source of the particles observed on the line C is the cusp.

A 3-D sketch of the magnetic field lines formed by reconnection duskward of the northern cusp. The reconnected field line is depicted in green, directions of the motion of the kinks created by reconnection are shown by arrows. See text for a detailed description.
Figure 1: Observational probability of a particular IMF $B_z$ value (a), and declination of IMF from the ecliptic (b).

Figure 2: Locations of satellites in GSM co-ordinates.
Figure 3: Solar wind and IMF conditions during analyzed interval. From top to bottom: solar wind dynamic pressure; the IMF magnitude and $B_X$ component; IMF $B_Y$ and $B_Z$ components; the magnetosheath magnetic field magnitude and $B_X$ component; magnetosheath $B_Y$ and $B_Z$; the plasma sheet magnetic field magnitude and $B_Y$ component; $B_Y$ and $B_Z$ components in the plasma sheet. The subscripts in names of panels denote the particular spacecraft. Note that the WIND data are shifted on estimated propagation time.
Figure 4: Geomagnetic indexes, $AE$ and $D_{ST}$ during the analyzed interval.

Figure 5: Field lines of the Tsyganenko 96 model (blue) and INTERBALL-1 trajectory (red). INTERBALL-1 moves downward and upward. The black circle denotes the magnetopause crossing. Thin short black abscissae show the measured magnetic field.
Figure 6: An overview of INTERBALL-1 measurements. From top to bottom: $f_{\text{VDP}}$ - tailward ion flux; $B$ - magnetic field magnitude; $B_{\text{sym}}$ - components of the magnetic field; $f_{\text{DOK\text{perp}}}$ - flux of 51 keV (red) and 111 keV (blue) protons in the sunward direction; $f_{\text{DOK\text{perp}}}$ - the same fluxes measured perpendicularly to the s/c spin axis; $E_{\text{C30}}$ and $E_{\text{U30}}$ - ion energy spectrograms measured in sunward and tailward directions, respectively; $E_{\text{e6}}$ - electron energy spectrogram. Vertical lines divide the encountered regions.
Figure 7: An overview of MAGION-4 observations. From top to bottom: \( f \) - tailward ion flux; \( B \) - magnetic field magnitude, \( B_{\text{gsm}} \) - components of the magnetic field; \( E_{90}, E_{190}, \) and \( E_{1180} \) - ion energy spectrograms measured in tailward, perpendicular, and sunward directions, respectively. Note that the spacecraft spins approximately around the Sun-Earth line with a period \( \approx 7 \) minutes.
Figure 8: Electron, $H^+$ and $O^+$ energy spectrograms in the auroral region as measured by INTERBALL-2. The corresponding pitch angles are shown below.
Figure 9: Electron (a) and ion (b) energy spectra as measured by INTERBALL-1 and 2 in the magnetosheath, outer cusp, and LLBL. See text for description.
Figure 10: Polar observations of $H^+$ and $O^+$ inside the auroral region.
Figure 11: Footprints of the orbit of analyzed satellites (for the northern hemisphere). Depicted time intervals are listed in Table 1. The squares mark the places where cleft plasma was observed. Note that INTERBALL-1 (red) and MAGION-4 (pink) observed the cusp-like plasma along the whole projected part of the orbit.

Figure 12: The same as the figure 11, for the southern hemisphere.
Figure 13: A 3-D sketch of the magnetic field geometry showing possible merging sites when IMF is dominated by the $B_Y$ component.
Figure 14: Changes of plasma parameters during the magnetopause crossing as derived from CORALL ion energy spectra (INTERBALL-1). From top to bottom: the ion density, \( n \); the magnetic field magnitude, \( B \); ion bulk speed, \( v \); Alfvén velocity, \( v_A \) calculated from measurements above.

Figure 15: 2-D cuts of 3-D ion velocity distributions as measured in the outer cusp (a), in the reconnection layer (b), and in the magnetopause (c). The magnetic field points in the \(+Z\) direction, \(+Y\) is the direction of the convection velocity.
Figure 16: Count rate and corresponding pitch angle measured in the outer cusp (a), reconnection layer (b), and magnetosheath proper (c). The proton energy rises from $sim23$ keV in top panels through 51 keV in middle panels to 111 keV in bottom panels.

Figure 17: A schematics illustrating the flows of energetic protons. Line A corresponds to the magnetosheath proper, line B represents the magnetosheath field line near the magnetopause and C is the line inside the reconnection layer. Whereas lines A and B are supplied from the bow shock, the source of the particles observed on the line C is the cusp.
Figure 18: A 3-D sketch of the magnetic field lines formed by reconnection duskward of the northern cusp. The reconnected field line is depicted in green, directions of the motion of the kinks created by reconnection are shown by arrows. See text for a detailed description.